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Custom Program

Assessment
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Proven Results

Omega provides the industry's most 

comprehensive assessment 

process, creating a clear picture of 

your student’s strengths, skill gaps, 

and preferred learning style.

A customized learning plan is 

developed for your student based 

on their assessment results, 

school grades, study habits, and 

family goals.

Omega’s exclusive AIM Tutoring 

System provides the instructional 

framework for your tutor, providing 

an intuitive and powerful 

instructional path.

A midpoint benchmark test and 

parent conference is included in 

your comprehensive program. Lastly, 

at your final conference we will 

review the post assessment results.
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esults are validated by a system-wide comparative analysis for all 
students who completed their recommended program. esults are based on 
grade level improvement from pre- to post-assessment. eading esults  

omprehension and Phonics, Math esults  alculation Skills. luency ̀
esults  oth Math and eading luency.

Acade c Gr  = 2 Grade Levels

Omega s mission is to provide customi ed 
instruction that achieves each family s 
educational goals. Omega earning  

enter provides Cognia accredited tutoring 
and test preparation programs with certified 
teachers for every grade and sub ect in 
school.

Our certified teachers work individually 
with each student to build their 
confidence and create a strong academic 
foundation. hether your student is 
struggling in school or wants to ace an 
important exam, our certified teachers 
know how to help. Our results are proven  
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Building Confidence

Providing Opportunity

Exclusive Assessment

Omega’s comprehensive assessment process 
provides unmatched insight into your child. 
Omega combines the power of the industry’s 
most respected academic achievement test with 
our proprietary learning style assessment, 
providing the industry’s most in-depth and 
accurate assessment process.

The WJIV academic assessment tests specific 
academic areas within reading and math to 
detect skills gaps and areas needing most 
improvement.  MyStudyStyle® determines your 
student’s preferred learning style (auditory, 
visual, or tactile).

Omega students benefit from having the 
same tutor each week. They manage 
progress and adapt instruction as needed. 
Each day they will email a daily progress 
report to everyone on your Academic Team.

Omega 
Tutor

Proven Success

Omega Learning® Centers have helped 
thousands of students achieve success. Our 
tutoring process is personalized from start to 
finish, incorporating each student’s unique 
strengths, skill gaps, school grades, 
homework, and academic goals. Omega’s 
certified teachers use an exclusive 
combination of auditory, visual, and tactile 
teaching resources to accommodate all 
learning styles and accelerate academic 
growth.
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Assessment Includes Academic TeamAchieving Success
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